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302 had 34 members at Airventure 2016
Shown here at the Brown Arch before
going to dinner. Come to the meeting
and share their experiences.
July 9, 2016 Meeting Minutes

Meeting CTO by our physically restored leader Don Brewer (no improvement in mental health) with 57 in attendance. All other members were out chasing Pokémon. Pledge of Allegiance.

Visitors: Tom Sanborn operates a Cessna P210 out of College Station. He joined right after the meeting.

New Members: Joanne Colgate interested in flying and airshows, grew up in Air Force.

This Day in Aviation History: 1929 Transcontinental Airlines began transcontinental operations (!) with Ford Trimotors flying the route during the day, trains continuing the trip at night. Took 48-51 hours. Transcontinental later merged to become TWA where Brewer pretended to work.

May Meeting Notes: Donahoe’s scribe abilities applauded. Approved as published.

Treasurer’s Report: Guice reported: Beginning balance on May 1 $6563.92, income $401.38, expenses $470.04, resulting in a balance of $6495.26. Date night resulted in a small loss of $145.56.

Young Eagles: LeKron reported 17 YE’s and 6 Eagles flown during our May 21 event. Thanks to participants and especially Mike Barksdale for the use of his hangar. Chuck is trying to set up an event for 15 inner-city youth who are attending a summer camp sponsored by the Organization of Black Aerospace Professionals.

Safety Minute: Terry Monroe with a PowerPoint presentation emphasizing the need to monitor guard frequency if capable. This is a legal requirement that some may not be aware of.

Shop Tip of the Month: Steve Iacoviello demonstrated his economy articulating borescope that records pictures of engine valves, etc. on a computer. ViVidia AbleScope VA-400, $150 on Amazon.

Chapter Tool Crib: Perryman reminded us of the tools available to members (listed on the website), including the recent addition of an instrument panel hole punch.

Homebuilder Hints: Fiberglass cloth cutting instructional video presented. Also, Donahoe showed a reusable cable tie available from Home Depot or Amazon.

Old Business: After experiencing an outdoor summer evening in Conroe, an indoor venue will be chosen for next year’s Date Night. Also, the Black Walnut restaurant will be reserved for the Christmas party.

--Stacy Wethington, our sponsored EAA Advanced Air Academy attendee, is all set to explore this educational activity at Oshkosh July 19-27. Have a great time Stacy!

New Business: Agreed to sponsor Ashley Christian to attend “Women Soar, You Soar”.

--Bob Humes is putting together a list of Airventure attendees. Over 34 members so far.

Website: (www.eaa302.org) We are still encouraging members to post their picture under their profile on the Chapter website. You can win the $10 gift card drawing each month if your picture is there.

--Past monthly Chapter Videos are available on EAAvideo.org.

--AOPA announced the imminent Congressional passage of medical reform. HOORAY!!!

Project Reports: (Email Irvine large file pictures of your project before each meeting.)
--Dave McDonald (RV-10) Quickbuild wings and fuse kit delivered. Tailcone being constructed.
--Doug Malloy (Zenith 750) On the gear. Working on controls, right wing, and fuel tank.
--David Hudson (RV-9A) Built fiberglass fairing for windshield. Used a new tape called “wire bundling tape”
--Jim Morrical (Carbon Cub EX) Fuel tank, 2nd wing, leading edge skins under construction.
--Kevin Southwick (Tailwind) Wings attached, building 0-360, saving weight with light components.
--Mark Haskell (Zenith 601HD) Seat belt attach, wing ribs and center section construction.

Program: EAA video of a Young Eagles Rally.

$10 Drawings: Gerry White won wearing his nametag, Doug Malloy with his picture in the Directory.

Adjourned to the Hilltop Fly-out or to McKenzie’s BBQ to discuss Hillary’s server.
Despite some extreme summer heat, EAA 302 had another successful flyout—This time to Hilltop Lakes Airport. A total of 6 planes and 12 members made their way to the Overlook Restaurant on July 9th.

The restaurant is open weekly except Monday/Tuesday. Saturday after 5pm and all day Sunday they offer a buffet selection. It's about a 3 block walk from where the aircraft are parked on the south end of 17/35. The subdivision offers golf, hangar/homes, fishing lakes and horse boarding/riding.

A view of the community pool as you look out from the restaurant. There was some mis-information on the flyout sheet as to the correct unicom frequency. You can see on the sign the recent changes. We had 3 different versions of what to use, but looks like everybody got back safely.
Saturday, July 16th, 302 flew another YE Operation. We were contacted on short notice by the Organization of Black Aerospace Professionals and their leaders Xavier Samuels and Kelvin Sherman. They had planned the event at Hooks Airport but were cancelled at the last minute.

5 Aircraft waited out the clouds. Terry Munroe and Lauren Schreck are not pictured.

Maureen Humes & Vickie Croston register

Larry Urban and his Cherokee

Chris Dowell straps in his YE

Gerry White and his RANS S-7
KCXO GROWS

Construction crews are working in the summer heat clearing another area of trees next to Galaxy. They will build another two hangars which will face Taxiway F. Luckily, they are not burning all of the debris they remove, but are shredding and hauling it off.

You can see the affected area on the map to the left. As soon as they finish, they will start utility work and then expand the ramp area. Hangar construction will continue into next year.

CONROE CUSTOMS FACILITY NEARS COMPLETION

Sandwiched in between the existing Galaxy hangars and the new construction above is the Federal Inspection Service (FIS) Facility. The exterior is nearly finished and work is wrapping up on driveways and sidewalks.

Access is via a road being built south of the Galaxy fenceline. After final installation of equipment, customs service should be available on or about the second week of September, with a Grand Opening to be announced later in the month.
BIG CHANGES TO AIRPORT ACCESS

Good news for those of you who drive to the Airport from the north side. They have nearly finished two additions to League Line Road which will connect with Technology Drive. This will provide straight-in access from I-45 and will become more important as the construction on FM3083 worsens.

The above sections should open by mid-September. In addition, work has started on the new Airport entrance into Carl Pickering Memorial Drive. That portion won't be finished until December, but you can use Airport Road, and cut several minutes off your drive.
OLD SCHOOL FLY-IN & AIRSHOW No. 10
Sept 30-Oct 2, 2016
RANGER ANTIQUE AIRFIELD, TX
www.rangerairfield.org

Featured Aircraft: Cessna 195
businessliner

GPS: F23    Elev: 1470 ft.    Rwy 1/19 3400 x 75 ft.    CTAFL: 122.9    Tel: 254.433.1267
Transportation to hotels    Camping    Showers    Short Airshow Friday/Saturday    Fire Pit
OSHKOSH AIRVENTURE 2016
Pictures by Chuck McCluggage, Brent Crabe, Bob Humes

The EAA spirit on an RV-12

Fokker Tri-Plane

28 members gather for Italian dinner

Farek in tower with Canadian Snowbirds behind

USAF A-10 “Warthog”

USAF C-5 “Galaxy”

Teen-Built “Eagles Nest RV-12 Area

20 plane formation flyover
Calendar of Events

Call before you go

1st Saturday, Fly-in Lunch, Leesville, LA (L39)
EAA Chapter 1356

1st Saturday, Fly-in Breakfast, 8-11 am, Tyler TX
Pounds Field (KTYR)

1st Saturday EAA Chapter 614 Pancake Breakfast
7:30-10:30am Pineville Municipal LA (2LO)

3rd Saturday, Fish-fry Lunch, Discount Fuel
Jasper TX (KJAS)

3rd Saturday, Lufkin TX “The Cook’s Choice” Fly-in
Angelina County (KLFK) Apr/Jun/Aug/October

4th Saturday Fly-in Lunch 11-2 DeRidder LA
Beauregard Regional Airport (KDRI)

Seeking 1/3 partner in 2003 Cirrus SR22 based at CXO. Loaded with recent rebuilt engine. Avidyne
Entegra PFD, MFD. Dual Garmin 430’s. Traffic, Stormscope, XM weather, charts, engine monitor,
TAWS, STEC55x A/P. Contact David Mullins at davmull@gmail.com or 281-298-1578 08/16

DYNON D-10A FOR SALE—New 11/2015. Removed after only 13 hours because it didn't fit the
panel. Like new condition. Gives you pitch & bank, altitude, airspeed and clock. Can add angle of
attack, OAT (not included). Now approved for certified aircraft as well. Includes harness (a Dyon
extra charge), Magnetometer (also extra) and instrument. Sells from Dyonon or Aircraft Spruce new
for $2200 for instrument alone. Asking $1500  Denny Irvine, 936-827-0091 dirvine@suddenlink.net.
For pictures, go to the dropbox link:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/hwiqh13sdmlf880/AADvltId5n1-Orpq2dbjEXJ5a?dl=0 05/16

FREE-SHIPPING CRATE FOR O/IO-540 and the like with braces for mounting engine in the box.
Contact Bill Donahoe 936-443-6846 06/16